
Storage Holders Conference Call  April 10, 2020 

 

Attendees: Sam Burton, Emress Bevers, John Hoffman, Martin Morris, Carole James, Mark 

Musick, Rodney Cryer, Bob Lein Air Products, Phil Kornbluth Global Gases, John Magrino 

Matheson, Rick Gard Praxair, Mike Cook Praxair, Rich Brook Air Liquide, Nick DeMai CRLP, 

Brad Beckley Air Products, Ivan Koop Scout EP, Bobby Searle Praxair 

Sam B.- We are at the point now where we have had the plant turned down. We did have a few 

upsets. We are putting all our production in the ground. We are also looking at the current 

Corona Virus situation and as you all know we had scheduled an outage for May 6th. It looks like 

we have done our minor repairs that we needed to do during our last outage that we had and 

there really seems to be a desire to postpone the outage that we had planned for May 6th. Mark 

would you like to give an update on the situation at the plant right now? 

Mark M.-The plant is running smoothly now. We had a plant upset yesterday, we didn’t shut 

down or trip the box, but the temperatures got away from us and we spent the day recovering 

from that. Things are looking good right now. We are producing 1.9M crude and 1.4M pure.  

Mark M. was disconnected. 

Sam B.-Ok Rodney did you want to update folks on the sample cylinders? 

Rodney C.-I believe we have talked to all of the plants are we are going to suspend the meter 

checks and the cylinders for this month and we will monitor and see what we are going to do in 

the future for the next month after that.  

Martin M.-We still need to pick up the Liberal 3 and the Guymon bottles this month. 

Rodney C.-We are doing those Tuesday. They are going to set them outside of the gate and we 

are going to pick them up. 

Mark M. back on the call 

Brad B.-We did clean those bottles before we set them out for you to pick up. 

Sam B.-Mark do you want to go on with your report? 

Mark M.-We were injecting into the pipeline a combined total of 100% of our own output, plus 

we began taking gas out of the pipeline. Initially we were taking 0.8M out of the pipeline as a 

daily flow rate we continued that until we came under the pipeline pressure of 1400 then we cut 

that back. So, for the past 24 hours the pipeline pressure has been 1386. K100 temperatures are 

between 199 and 220. Yesterday when we had to recover from the plant upset, we had to bring 

the booster compressor back online. So, we kind of regressed on our turn down plan. We had 

advanced up to the point of day 5 or 6 and now we are back to the point of about day 3. Right 

now, we feel we are at a place that is sustainable, but we may reduce more we will see if that is 

necessary.  

Sam B.-Any concerns about temperatures going forward? 



Mark M.-In the coming weeks I think we are looking at a downturn in the weather, I think I 

heard that there is a sleet forecast for next week so I don’t think we will have temperature issues 

Sam. 

Sam B.-Thank you Mark anything else for the plant? 

Just wanted to make a couple of other quick announcements. Have we gotten any feedback as to 

how many meetings we want to have? I think we probably want to limit having too many 

meetings to just what is necessary. How many feedback comments are we getting? 

Martin M.-I don’t think we have received many, I think that one a week would be plenty. 

Sam B.-Ok so we would propose doing a follow up with our Tuesday meeting next week and we 

will have a meeting once a week. Please continue to watch our website announcements as we 

may be putting some announcements on the website as things change going forward. Let’s open 

it up to questions folks may have. Please let us know if there is anything, we can do to improve 

communications. 

John Magrino-The outage that was planned for May is it an indefinite postponement or do you 

have a target in the future for when that might happen. 

Sam B.-Right now we normally try to give everyone an early alert. Contractually we are trying 

to let folks know 60 days before we have a scheduled outage. As of right now we don’t have a 

date. As I have said, the major concern was the repairs to the K100 valves which was 

accomplished. So right now, we don’t have a major outage scheduled. As soon as we get 

feedback, we will let everyone else know. Those who can take gas please let us know and keep 

the BLM team informed as far as your needs for helium. I’m not hearing any other questions. 

Anything we may need to share? Ok the next meeting will be Tuesday at 11:00AM.  


